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FINAL MARKING SHEME 

OBJECTTIVES 

PAPER 1 

 OBJECTIVE [40 MARKS] 

1. C                                     11. A                                21. B                                      31. B                                                    

2. A                                     12. A                                22. B                                      32. B 

3. C                                     13. A                                23. D                                      33. C  

4. A                                     14. B                                24. A                                      34. A 

5. B                                     15. B                                25. D                                      35. D  

6. A                                     16. A                                26. A                                      36. B 

7. D                                     17. A                               27. D                                       37. D  

8. D                                     18. D                               28. A                                       38. A 

9. C                                     19. C                                29. C                                       39. A  

10. A                                     20. C                                30. A                                       40. B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SECTION B 

Compulsory 

Q1a. i. a forms are a three-dimensional figure having length, width and depth.              [2marks] 

ii. texture is the surface finish on a material indicating its smoothness or roughness      [2marks] 

iii. a line is a path that a moving point or tool create behind on a surface.                         [2marks] 

iv shape is an area enclosed by lines                                                                                           [2marks] 

b. i. triangle      ii. Cube iii. Cone iii. Cylinder   iv. Sphere v. rectangle                            [1x4=4marks] 

b.ii. glass   ii. Paper iii. Wood   iv. Rock v. floor                                                                   [1x4=4marks] 

c. I. it develops creative thinking  

ii. it is a desirable skill set out for self-employment                                                          [1x4=4marks]  

iii. it enhance the visual ability  

iv. it provide easy means of communication 

 

SECTION B 

Q2a. i. to remember our past legends                                                                          [1X4=4marks] 

ii. it tells a story about the culture  

iii. for socialization recreation  

iv. it generate income for the development of the community 

b.                                                                                                                                           [1x4=4marks 

Creativity  Innovation  

It an imaginative process  It is a productive process  

It can never be measured  It can be measured  

Generating new ideas  Introducing something better  

Does not require money  Requires money  

  

c. visual art is the process of creating imaging by drawing while performing art is the process of using 

the body as movement to dance or drama play.                                                            [4marks] 

d.i. drawing refers to the act of representing an idea or event using the appropriate drawing tools and 

materials                                                                                                                         [3marks] 

c.i. seeds ii. Beads iii. Pebbles iii. Moon iv. Orange                                                         [1x5=5marks] 

 

Q3a. a design is referring to as a creative art work.                                                             [3marks] 

b.i. pencils ii. Crayons iii. Pens iv. Brush v. spray diffuser                                             [1x4=4marks] 

c.i. mobile phone ii. Laptop iii. Desktop computers iv. Tablets                                  [1x4=4marks] 

d.i. weaving is art of using grouping threads, to make binds for constructing useful objects          

                                                                                                                                                      [4marks] 

e.i swing needle   ii. Jack knife iii. A pair of scissors iv. Sandpaper v. rubber band    [1x2=2marks] 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Q4a. element of design refers to the qualities which are organized to create a work of art.  

                                                                                                                                                         [3marks] 

b. i. unity ii. Variety iii. Contrast iv. Balance v. harmony vi. Repetition                        [1x4=4marks]  

c. principle of design refers to the guidelines that govern the production of an art work  [3marks] 

d. tempo is the pace or speed at which a section of music is performed                             [2marks] 

e. i. bamaya: this is an outrageous display of men dresses as women in the dignified and graceful 

celebration among the dagbamba tribe in the northern region   

ii. agbadza: this is a dace among the ewes in the volta region showing elegant movement of the arms 

and taps and hopes from the leading foot. 

iii. adowa: this a dace among the akans called antelope dance because this dance mimics the jumping of 

an antelope.                                                                                                         [2x3=6marks] 

f. i. azonto ii. Pilolo iii. Shaku shaku                                                                                     [1x2=2marks] 

  

 

 

 


